TRUNCATED DOMES AT CURB/RAMP

NOTE: Install per manufacturer's recommendations on a concrete pad with mortar bed and joints.

10% MAX
8.33% MAX
New Construction

12" Wide

Concrete Ramp

Curb

Vehicular Pathway

Flame Concrete

as Transition to Pavers

Rim, Jimmings, Stronggo, etc. (e.g., 2x2 or 3x3"")

Fire Block, Curbstone, Reclaimed City

Steel Charnel, Colorbonded Finish

2¼ x 36" x 3.65" o.c. Concrete Speeding

Concrete Warning Band

% depth grooves @ % o.c., per ADA standards

% cross slope max. w/m

Paved Walk

Upland Scale: not to scale

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"